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Group Speed Dial is an extension that allows you to create a customizable quick access button for popular websites. Let's face it,
as a webmaster, it's often a huge bummer to discover a link pointing to a dead page. There are several reasons why a page is not
loading or not working anymore, from technical reasons to malicious activities. While you can't always put blame on a specific

source, you can make sure your links always point to the right place, with PageTracer. It's basically a browser extension that
redirects you to a page that shows the same content, but also gives you data on the original pages, which you can use to quickly
and easily identify the reasons for your broken link. Once installed, you'll be prompted to add the site you want to check. To

open the result page, either tap on a link on the extension, or right-click the desired link and choose "Show PageTracer". You'll
be presented with a page that only has your information, with the site's page content visible on the left. Once you're done, you

can simply select the option at the top right of the extension to save the data in a bookmarked page, as another tab or to share it
with other people. In order to support various pages, the extension also features a "look" option that allows you to customize the

look of the information. There are plenty of ways to extend PageTracer's functionality, but perhaps the most convenient ones
are the ones that prevent you from having to visit the original page all the time. For example, instead of manually going to a link,

just click the results, tap on a link to open it and get access to the same data. Google's extension can sometimes be a bit
annoying when you're searching for sites that no longer exist, but if you've ever had that problem, PageTracer will certainly

come in handy. Its full features can be found at the Google Play Store. You can currently enable PageTracer for Google
Chrome: Google's Chrome Team has released a new update for the popular browser, and in it, it comes with an extensive

feature: Multi-User Mode is now available. No, there's no proof of a Microsoft �"come back!"� campaign, nor is it
accompanied by a celebrity. What we are referring to, however, is a useful feature which allows multiple simultaneous Google

Chrome sessions to be run. You might ask yourself, "What's the
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A fast, efficient and customizable way to manage your tabs. Create, edit, import and export your tabs, and even set up a unique
and intuitive speed dial. Key features: * • Create a dial to quickly access a website • Organize your tabs into groups • Use
customized thumbnails for each group • Save time searching for websites • Import/Export existing websites • Share your

websites with other users • Customize your speed dial • Configure general options • Configure general options [more]Website:
Group Speed Dial is a powerful Chrome extension that is a fast, efficient and customizable way of managing your tabs. Create,
edit, import and export them, and even set up a unique and intuitive Speed Dial. To create a Speed Dial, simply right-click on a
website and click “Add to Speed Dial”. You can also create a group that contains other Speed Dial entries and within the group,
you can add as many Speed Dial entries as you want. Organize your Speed Dial into groups. Once a Speed Dial is created, you

can organize it into groups. Within each group, you can create as many dials as you want. Once you are happy with the grouping
of your dials, click on one of the groups and you can choose what the active dial should be. You can drag the current dial to

another location and change the order of the Speed Dial and select the destination of the active dial. If the Speed Dial is in use,
you can refresh the tab and return it to its original location. Click on the icon next to the Speed Dial in the address bar to view a
contextual menu. The contextual menu allows you to change the thumbnail, locate the location of the Speed Dial, etc. This is a
minimal review. Group Speed Dial for Chrome has a 99.9% rating, an average rating of 4.5 stars, and can be downloaded from
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the Chrome Web Store. If you're online most of the time, you might have a favorite way of accessing your content and browsers
are not shy in providing you with several ways of doing so: bookmarks, organizers and built-in quick access perks. However,
sometimes even vanilla is too. vanilla for our tastes, which leads us to discover more convenient ways to achieve our goals.

Group Speed Dial is one of these ways we've been mentioning 09e8f5149f
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The Group Speed Dial extension will help you get organized with your website. Group Speed Dial will organize the sites you
visit into groups on your browser. You can group sites by tags, by website name, or simply by what type of site it is... Remove
Browsing History Remove Browsing History Description: If you're online most of the time, you might have a favorite way of
accessing your content and browsers are not shy in providing you with several ways of doing so: bookmarks, organizers and built-
in quick access perks. However, sometimes even vanilla is too. vanilla for our tastes, which leads us to discover more convenient
ways to achieve our goals. Group Speed Dial is one of these ways we've been mentioning. Needless to say, since it's a Chrome
extension, it requires Chrome to be installed on your PC. Get content ready for quick access Once you launch the application,
you'll be prompted by a greeting message that lets you access a short introduction video in which the main features are
presented, configure the grid size of your speed dial, import content from Speed Dial and pick a color theme. Now there are two
basic ways you can populate the speed dial: the first one is letting it analyze your browsing behavior and assign content to each
tab on its own or click each tab and fill the required data in the designated fields. Organize websites efficiently Once you have
your content ready, you can access it by simply left-clicking the website you want to visit. Right-clicking an entry, however,
spawns a context menu where you can open a website in a new tab, edit the dial, copy the link location, refresh the tab
automatically or by visiting the page and clearing content. Whether you want to edit an existing dial or create a new entry, you'll
want to give it a title and set a link to the desired page. As a bonus, you can assign notes to each tab, create groups for easier
management and even assign it a custom thumbnail from a file or URL. Rich configuration menu Aside from letting you
configure the tabs however you like, this extension also provides you with an extensive configuration window that lets you
adjust several parameters to fit them to your liking. You can configure general options, but also ones regarding the dials, groups,
background, thumbnails, shortcut keys, context menu and importing or backing up content. Handy speed dial extension All in
all, if you've had enough of Chrome's default speed

What's New In?

Group Speed Dial is a faster way to find your favorite websites, saving you from having to keep opening tabs and manage
bookmarking methods one by one. You will still be able to organize your favorite sites into groups just like you would with a
traditional browser speed dial, but it is incredibly faster. You will also be able to edit your groups, create new groups with an
easy to use interface, and organize your tabs into groups. Key features: * Easily create, edit, move, and delete groups * Open
sites in the current group or all groups * Receive updates for new websites and updated groups * Import and backup content
from other browsers * Export the layout and content * Configure shortcut keys and over 20 general settings * Adjust speed dial
wheel settings Why we like Group Speed Dial: * Get content ready for quick access * Organize websites efficiently * Rich
configuration menu * Handy speed dial extension * Supports websites without bookmarks * Easily create, edit, move, and delete
groups * Open sites in the current group or all groups ... Tabs and Bookmarks X.2.08 Are you tired of opening the same
websites over and over again? Let this handy extension help you organize your favorite websites in a neat way. With this
extension, you can have the tab bar of your favorite websites displayed in a drop-down tab and an auto-filling toolbar at the top
of your browser (Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox). Easily organize your favorite websites in a drop-down tab and an auto-
filling toolbar Key features: * Customize sorting, visibility, and adding of a website to the drop-down tab * Easily organize
websites into groups and subgroups * Configure the order of the drop-down tab and minimize/close the toolbar * Display
websites that you've visited most recently in the drop-down tab * Search for websites and enable/disable them * Use Google to
search any website or navigate the internet Why we like Tab and Bookmarks X: * Customize sorting, visibility, and adding of a
website to the drop-down tab * Easily organize websites into groups and subgroups * Configure the order of the drop-down tab
and minimize/close the toolbar * Display websites that you've visited most recently in the drop-down tab * Search for websites
and enable/disable them ... Mktg.X -
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System Requirements For Group Speed Dial For Chrome:

Supported OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10 Web Browser: Internet Explorer 11, Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Apple Safari,
Microsoft Edge, Opera, Brave, Konqueror, Vivaldi, Samsung Internet Supported Screen Resolution: 1024 x 768 minimum
screen resolution Notebook form factor: Laptop (Multi-touch) Fujitsu brand lcd monitor display: widescreen Fujitsu brand lcd
monitor display: wides
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